Halloween
Trick or Treat Caddies
Adorable white and orange
DIY decorated pumpkins caddies
welcomes Halloween visitors with a
dilemma, do I choose a Trick or a Treat?

What’s Needed:
Funkins™ (1 white & 1 orange)
Trick or Treat Labels (included below)- Blu Arlan
Fun-Tak®- Loctite®
Card Stock- (Orange or other colour)
Serrated Knife or Artificial Carving Pumpkin Tool
Fine Sandpaper
Embellishments (Spiders, Raffia, Leaves and Ghost Picks)-Your Choice
Trick (Alien Glow in the Dark Witch Fingers)- Amazon
Treat (Candy )

Artificial Carvable Pumpkin
We chose to use a white and orange medium size
Funkins™ for our pumpkin treat caddies. There are
other sizes and colours of artificial carvable
pumpkins available.
By using Fun-Tak™ to hold the embellishments in
place your pumpkin caddies can be re-used.
Fill with foiled covered chocolates or ribbon
flowers for Thanksgiving gatherings.

How To Make It:
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1-Select two artificial carvable pumpkins.
We selected one white, one orange, both
medium in size.
2-Place one pumpkin and a serrated knife
or artificial carving pumpkin tool on a flat
work surface.
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3- Cut a wavy circle-like shape around the
stem using the knife or carving tool. Pull
knife in and out to cut through the
pumpkin. Cut a notch so lid can be easily
put back in place.
4- Remove top.
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5- Lightly sand the cut sides of the top
with very fine sandpaper.
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Note: Sand outside to avoid a dusty mess. Wear
a mask if necessary.

6- Sanding will smooth out the edges.
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7- Repeat the sanding process on the cut
sides of the pumpkin base.
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8- Place pumpkin base and top in sink.
Rinse pumpkin base and lid with water to
remove dust. Note: Rinse sink thoroughly
afterwards.
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9- Let pumpkin dry about 30 mins to 1
hour.
10- Cut the second pumpkin. Sand, rinse
and let dry.

How To Make It:
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11- To create the Trick and Treat labels download and print the labels below. Let ink dry
then cut labels out. Note: We used the larger label for our pumpkins.
12- Turn label over and cover back with stick glue or other adhesive from your stash.
13- Place label on a piece of card stock. Use pinking shears to cut out.
14- Place pumpkin, embellishment and Fun-Tak® on a flat work surface.
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15, 16- Work a piece of Fun-Tak® in your hand to soften. Place two small pieced on the
center back of the label and a larger piece on the embellishment (spider).
17- Set the label and embellishments on the pumpkin. Press on the Fun-Tak to ensure bond.
18- Fill Trick pumpkin with a Tricky Treat. We used alien glow-in-the-dark witch fingers.
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19- Repeat label placement for the Treat pumpkin.
20- We decorated our Treat pumpkin by wrapping a piece of raffia around the stem then
inserting leaves and a small ghost pick into the raffia to hold them in place.
21- Fill Treat pumpkin with something sweet.
22- Set pumpkins together and allow little goblins to choose a Trick or Treat.
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Trick Or Treat Labels

See More DIY Ideas at www.bluarlan.com

